Winter Fun
Looking for ways to keep your cat healthy during the winter months?
Try the following five activities and then take photos of your cats doing them.

Hide and Seek

Encourage your cat’s hunting instinct by hiding treats or toys where
your cat will easily find them. Then challenge their prowess by using
more difficult hiding places. You could also throw treats or toys under
tables/chairs and have your cat chase seek them out.

Obstacle Course

Work your cat’s mind and body with an obstacle course! Use objects
around the house such as cushions, blankets, chairs, and sofas. Make
sure nothing can fall on your cat and hurt them. If you want to get
fancy, create an agility course using chairs for jumps, paper bags (with
the bottom and the handles removed) for tunnels, and water bottles
for weaves.

Light Tag

Get your cat to chase and “tag” a moving light! Use a mirror to reflect
sunlight onto the floor, turn on a flashlight in the dark, or use a laser
pointer. NEVER shine the light in your cat's eyes. Reward your cat with
a treat when the game is over, so they don’t get frustrated from not
catching their “prey.”

Kitty Workout

Exercise is good for you and your cat! Walk up and down stairs with
your cat. If your budget allows, an exercise wheel designed for cats can
provide a fun way for your cat to be physically active indoors.

Yoga

Some human yoga classes are “cat friendly.” You and your cat can
stretch, de-stress, and relax together. If there isn’t a local class, buy a
yoga mat and find a yoga show on television or the internet.
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This handout was created by Allison Helps Cats for Lakes Animal Friendship Society. Info is based on her knowledge and experience as a cat
behavior consultant. She is not a veterinarian. Please consult your vet for your cat’s health.

